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Editorial
Dear Members of FEPTO,
Dear Colleagues,
This year we celebrate our 25th FEPTO Annual Meeting in Sigtuna/
Sweden. We have the pleasure to come back to the country
where our professional community had its first meeting in 1993.
Initially it was called “International/ European Study and Coordination of Psychodrama Education” (ISCOPE/ ESCOPE), which
was changed later on into “Federation of European and Mediterranean Psychodrama Training Organizations”.
Johannes Krall & Milena Mutafchieva

We would like to express our gratitude to all our founding members who have built the foundation on
which our Federation of Training Organizations in Europe and Mediterranean countries could grow as a
professional network. Now 75 training organizations and 9 accrediting organizations in 27 countries belong to our community.
FEPTO has grown up and is flourishing yet at the same time it has kept its young and innovative spirit.
Not only new training organizations are joining every year, but also new networks are developing quickly. Psychodrama with children, sociodrama dealing with social issues and organizational learning, research networks and projects, cooperation among universities are just few examples of these dynamic
processes in FEPTO.
On the other hand, we have to be aware of challenges, which our community of psychodramatists are
facing. We are seeing a divers and heterogeneous situation in different countries. In some countries psychodrama is well accepted in education and training, social work, organizational and community learning, counselling and psychotherapy. In other countries, it is not recognized and sometimes hardly
known, although it has a long history of experiential learning and action methods and it was first in developing group psychotherapy. Obviously, psychodrama needs to push itself further in terms of professional practice, research and promotion in order to get the acknowledgement in society it deserves.
FEPTO is a good basis for that endeavour to discover different fields of practical application of psychodrama, to develop quality of training and a research informed practice. However, FEPTO is more than
that. It has a mission, which once Moreno stated as “nothing less than healing the whole of mankind”.
Let´s start with the groups and communities we live in and work with. Let´s see which answer we can
find for their needs and what we can propose for making the world a better and safer place for all of us.
The “Vision of psychodrama in the current world: the perspective of inclusion and mutuality” is going
to be our common theme in Sigtuna. We will be dealing with psychodrama and its current development
and needs, but also with its contributions for our world in which inclusion and mutuality will guide us
instead of competition and exclusion.
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Editorial
From the very beginning of FEPTO psychodrama colleagues and representatives of our training and accrediting organizations devoted their time and effort in order to provide responsible leadership for our
growing FEPTO network. Thanks to all who stood for elections and served as members of the FEPTO
Council so far.
Since we are going to decide about a new Council in Sigtuna, we would like to invite and to encourage
all of you to stand for the forthcoming elections. All your experience and competence in psychodrama
training, practice, research etc. is very much needed and welcomed. We are encouraging representatives of new or “younger” member institutes who want to get the inside perspective of FEPTO life and
management. It´s a real good opportunity to get to know our professional FEPTO network in much more
detail. In particular, we want to encourage colleagues who are having good language and communication skills and experiences in communication technology. Bring your psychodrama spirit to Sigtuna and
help us further develop our professional network and to co-create a common vision of psychodrama in
and for the current world.

Looking forward to seeing you in Sigtuna,
Johannes Krall and Milena Mutafchieva
President & Vice-President of FEPTO
president@fepto.com
vicepresident@fepto.com
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Voting for a New FEPTO Council
Invitation to stand for elections in Sigtuna, 2017
Dear FEPTO colleagues,
FEPTO has developed a lot as a professional community since its first meeting in 1993. From the very
beginning psychodrama colleagues and representatives of our training and accrediting organizations
devoted their time and effort in order to provide responsible leadership for our quickly growing
professional community. Thanks to all who stood for elections and served as members of the FEPTO
Council so far. In co-creation between the Council and all members of FEPTO a solid foundation for
FEPTO growth not only in numbers of its members, but also in quality of our work has been achieved
over past years.
FEPTO follows democratic rules. According to its constitution members of the Council are elected in the
General Assembly every two years. In our forthcoming Annual Meeting 2017 in Sigtuna our members
will be voting for a new Council. Therefore, we are inviting and encouraging all of you to consider
standing for election.
Even though the FEPTO constitution suggests to have at least seven and not more than fifteen members
in the Council, it has been a convention past years that ten colleagues are going to be elected for the
new Council. The elected Council will select amongst its members an Executive consisting of president,
vice-president, secretary and treasurer. Furthermore following chairs for committees are needed (some
tasks can be combined under one chair):

Executive Council

Committees

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Training
Membership
Research
Ethics
Annual Meeting

Communication
International Affairs
Development
Network

We would like to invite and to encourage all of you to stand for the forthcoming elections. If you want
to know better our work and challenges we are facing get in touch with our current chairs or look at the
FEPTO Newsletter or FEPTO website where you can find reports about current activities in the
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Voting for a New FEPTO Council
committees.
All your experiences and competences in psychodrama training, practice, research etc. is very much
needed and welcomed. In particular we are encouraging representatives of new or “younger” member
institutes who want to get the inside perspective of FEPTO life and management. It´s a real good
opportunity to get to know our professional FEPTO network in much more detail. In particular, we want
to encourage colleagues who are having good language and communication skills and experiences in
communication technology.
Bring your psychodrama spirit and love for our creative and spontaneous way of work and help us
further develop our professional community to make it the best place to work in…
With warm regards,

Johannes Krall & Milena Mutafchieva
President and Vice-President of FEPTO
president@fepto.com
vicepresident@fepto.com

Source: https://knowsus.org
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Compass and Compassion
A conference on Morenian ethics and philosophy

12th FEPTO Conference
16th of June - 18th of June 2017
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Last Call for 12th FEPTO Conference

How can Morenian philosophy and ethics inspire the challenges socie-

ties meet today?
When FEPTO was founded 25 years ago we all shared Moreno´s idea about action and inclusion. He had
a dream about a society where democratic principles meant that everyone takes active part of choosing
what they want to do what with. Democracy is not only about terms of elections it is about active choices of our daily lives who do we want to do what with? Also to be able to say “no” to actions we don´t
want to take part of. He thought that human beings need to be able to meet each other and understand
the other person although he or she is seen as an antagonist. That is what Moreno called tele or a mutual role-reversal with another person. A famous political philosopher, Hannah Arendt writes that politics,
that is influencing the others, has to be free and characterized by choices how we want to act. The action therefor is unpredictable and risk-taking which means not knowing how the action will be met. It is
not freedom to control every action and build a society like predictable plan, like manufacturing or producing a building. In the risk-taking action people need to develop a judgement and to be able to make
promises and ask for forgiveness when things go wrong. Action is also to show yourself vulnerable and
try to understand your antagonist in a dialog. These theories are in many aspects shared by Moreno.
Both their philosophies are in many ways controversial in society, where control and winning over your
antagonist are more common.
Today society is challenging a growing mistrust for politicians and the so called establishment. Along this
mistrust people are reacting to globalization and migration with fear. This attitude has been shown in
different political elections where nationalistic ideas, anti-migration and even racism is on the agenda.
Politicians begin to understand that politics mainly has been about materialism and economy. What has
not been in focus enough is how people see their identity and how they will live their life. According to
Vaclav Havel, the famous Czech author and dramatist, who became a president, an existential revolution
must predate even the moral and political reconstruction of society. There seems to be an existential
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Last Call for 12th FEPTO Conference

“anorexia” where people are empty, lost and left to the materialistic and nationalistic world. Society
needs a revolt against a world in which the system is just another name for totalitarianism that creates

itself and inhibits the forces of life from being realized.
Morenian philosophy with its methods, sociometry, psychodrama and sociodrama are ways where true
identities are growing and where truth can be explored. Dilemmas people inhabit in their lives played
out on a stage gives the existence a visible place. Persons may experience how to act spontaneous and
creative is inspiring and fascinating, as well as being able to train the judgement through the rolereversal and the tele-process in the relationships and in their choices. With compassion we find the way.
Monica Zuretti a well-known psycho-and sociodramatist will speak about Moreno´s philosophy with facilitation of Börge Kristoffersson, psychodramatist and university lecturer, who has newly written about
Moreno’s philosophy. We will also listen to a lecture by a philosopher, university lecturer, Ulrika Björk
(Södertörn University) about Hannah Arendt, whose philosophy in many aspects can be associated to
Moreno’s.
In small groups and large groups led by both senior and young psychodramatists we will work with these
themes during the whole conference, using Moreno’s methods.

Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org
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The venue
Sigtuna Folkhögskola/Folk High School established 1917.
Address: Sigtuna Folkhögskola, Manfred Björkquists allé 20,
Tel +46 8-592 583 00, E-post info@sigtunafolkhogskola.se
The place we chose is Sigtuna, which is the oldest town is Sweden founded 970 AD.
The meeting will take place in Midsummer, one of the most important holidays in Sweden. See this video to warm up a bit to the longest day of the year.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8ZLpGOOA1Q
Sigtuna is near to Stockholm/Arlanda airport, (17 km) easy to reach by public transportation or by taxi.
Transport
By Bus
Type of ticket
1 Arlanda terminal 5
Cash /zone ticket
SL bus 583 direction Märsta
bought on buss
20 minutes hourly
Zone ticket bought in
2 Märsta station
maschin
Change to bus 575 to Sigtuna
Folkhögskola
20 minutes hourly, It takes 1hr 6 min
Ticket valid in zone C
By Taxi
Arlanda terminal 5, takes 20 minutes, 33-35 €.
Address: Sigtuna Folkhögskola, Manfred Björkquists allé 20,
Tel +46 8-592 583 00, E-post info@sigtunafolkhogskola.se

Cost
50,00 kr (5-6 €)

36,00 kr (3-4 €)
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Program for 12th FEPTO Conference
Friday 16th of June
16.00 - 17.30

Arrival and registration

17.30 - 18.30

DINNER

18.30 - 19.15

Opening and welcome (Judith Teszáry, Lisa Trovik)

19.15 - 21.00

Warm-up, Living sociometry, Small group work (Kerstin Jurdell and
Päivi Rahmel)

21.00

End

Saturday 17th of June
07.30 - 08.30

BREAKFAST

08.45 - 09.00

Physical warm-up

09.00 - 10.00

Lecture; Moreno´s philosophy and ethics
Lecturer: Monica Zuretti, MD, TEP, Argentina
Facilitator: Börge Kristoffersson, PhD, Norway

10.00 - 10.30

COFFEE BREAK

10.30 - 12.30

Continuation of the topic, Small group work, Reflection groups
Facilitators: Senior and Junior psychodrama directors in each group

12.30 - 14.00

LUNCH

14.00 - 15.00

Small group work

15.00 - 15.30

COFFEE BREAK

15.30 - 17.30

Small group work

17.30 - 19.00

DINNER
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19.00 - 21.00

Large group (Monica Zuretti)

21.00

End

Sunday 18th of June
07.30 - -8.30

BREAKFAST

08.45 - 09.00

Physical warm-up

09.00 - 09.45

P.E.R.F.O.R.M.E.R.S, Presentation of the ERASMUS+ project
The use of Sociodrama in the work with marginalized youth

Judith Teszáry & Kata Horváth
09.45 - 10.45

Hannah Arendt´s political philosophy
Lecturer: Ulrika Björk, PhD, Södertörn University, Sweden

10.45 - 11.15

COFFEE BREAK

11.15 - 13.30

Workshops

13.30 14.30

LUNCH

14.30 - 15.00

Closure, large group

15.00

End
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Lectures
Moreno’s philosophy: Encounter, living sociometry and sociopsychodrama
Prof. Monica Zuretti MD, Psychodrama Clinica Posgrado Facultad de Psicologia Universidad de Buenos
Aire, Argentina. Director of Psychodrama Moreno Institute directed by J L Moreno and Zerka Moreno
Facilitator: Børge Kristoffersen, professor at Queen Maud University College, in Trondheim, Norway
and Director of Sociopsychodrama.
More important than science is its result
One answer provokes a hundred questions J L Moreno (Vienna 1914)
Moreno's concepts and philosophy was born from the deep experiences of his
life. Maybe it can be sum up in this words:
The meeting of two, eye to eye, face to face
and when you are near I will tear your eyes out
and place them instead of mine,
and you will tear mine and place them instead of yours
Monica Zuretti
then I will look at you with your eyes
and you will look at me with mine
(J L Moreno, Vienna, 1914)
Encounter and role reversal is the real focus of Moreno's philosophy an encounter always includes a
third to witness that encounter. “ The first step towards a philosophy of the moment is to define and establish the moment as a concept in its own right “ “three aspects mast be emphasized Status nascendi,
the locus, and the matrix. These represent different phases of the same process “(J L Moreno, Sociometry vol 4 May,1941)
Sociometry is a central part of the encounter philosophy as it unfolds itself in life. The living sociometry
expresses itself in relationships and tele, it is the factor that aloud cohesive actions in a group or on a
society. Sociopsychodrama is consequently rooted in Morenos encounter philosophy. In this lecture we
will sum up Morenos philosophy by focusing on this three central concepts of his work: his encounter
term, matrix, living sociometry role playing and sociopsychodrama.

The Human Stage. Hannah Arendt's Conception of Politics
Ulrika Björk PhD, Södertön University, Stockholm
The lecture introduces the central ideas of Hannah Arendt's conception of politics by drawing, first, on
her metaphorical use of drama and theatre in her theory of action and political judgement, and, second,
on examples of Arendt's political readings of Greek Tragedy.
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Workshops
Who Shall Survive? What can we learn by Role Reversing with Nature?
Jana Damjanov, MSc clinical psychologist, Psychodrama therapist, trainer and supervisor.
“Human beings have more than psychological, biological, social and cultural roles - we have cosmic entity. Reducing our responsibility to purely psychological, social and biological elements makes us alienated.
We are equally responsible for the entire universe, all forms of being and all the values, or our responsibility doesn’t mean absolutely nothing!” J L Moreno
Disconnection from the natural world may be contributing to our planet's and personal destruction. We
are surrounded by extreme technological progress, alienation through the development of technology
and virtual reality, social networks, and people are becoming even more anthropocentric, narcissistic and
orientated towards extrinsic values. The fact is also that we are living in a time of global warming and climate change, where it is emergency to raise our ecological self and try to create our living more ecologically aware, in peace with nature.
Moreno thought that human mind can imagine more than the reality is given to it and that one of the
goals of psychodrama as method is to bend the reality in order to explore it and try to find out different
answers and solutions to the present problems and questions. So, by role reversing with the elements of
nature one could gain many information and answers that could lead to actions in preventing the alienation from our own nature and environment that surrounds us.
In this workshop we are going to explore what might happen and what information can we receive by
role reversing with different elements of nature or connecting with natural entities and identities, and
linking our experiences with planet Earth, oceans, forests, mythical creatures related to nature and Pacha Mama.

The counties brings their Youth in a Sociodrama workshop
Sofia Symeonidou, Psychodrama Psychotherapist Trainer and Supervisor,
Director of CESAP in Greece, Trainer in Human Rights.
Manuela Maciel, Clinical and Social Psychologist, Coordinator in Psychotherapy Center "ESFINGE". Psychodrama Trainer and Supervisor at the Portuguese Psychodrama Society.
Partner organizations from 4 countries Hungary, Portugal, Greece, Sweden of
Manuela
the Erasmus + project: PERFORMERS will present their work with youth Sofia Symeonidou
workers, together with professional socio-and psychodramatists. How can
our methods be used in this work with youths staying at institutes, at refugee camps, with disadvantaged
and marginalized youth?
The youth in temporary society has a lot of faces. We work with youth that suffers from the absence of
their legal rights according the International Convention for children’s rights. Youth without voice, with-
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out control over their present and future, without the belief that they can change their life are our main
target.
How can we contribute to improve their lives is one of the issues that we will explore in this workshop.
How can we contribute to give support – protection and trust; the feeling of belonging and create a vision of a better future. These are the main areas that we will work on in order to liberate them to life.
How compassion can be a bridge in the present in order to have a future?
Every country brings to the Conference their Youth. So let’s meet them. Let’s give them voice by working with Sociometry and Sociodrama methodology.

One day in the “House of Encounter” – Spontaneity, Creativity and Encounter
Come to us from all nations! We will give you shelter!
Galabina Tarashoeva, Psychodrma Center Orpheus, Sofia, Bulgaria
The participants will be invited to go back in the time and space - in Vienna before
Gabi Tarashoeva
World War I. If you would like to experience “The religion of Encounter” and to spend
“one day” in the community based on its principles, come and be with us! You will have a
chance to take part in the activitis in and around the “House of Encounter” for immigrants and refugees, in 1909. The social upheavals in the capital of Austro Hungarian monarchy, Vienna, were linked
with the formation of the “The religion of Encounter”and the idea for sociodrama. Together we could
meet the philosophy of Moreno for Anonymity, for Spontaneity and Creativity.
'Encounter' …. means meeting, contact of bodies, confrontation, countering and battling, seeing and
perceiving, touching and entering into each other, sharing and loving, communicating with each other in
a primary, intuitive manner, by speech or gesture, by kiss and embrace, becoming one — una cum uno.
It encompasses not only loving, but also hostile and threatening relationships. It is not only an emotional
rapport, like the professional meeting of a physician or therapist and patient, or an intellectual rapport,
like teacher and student, or a scientific rapport, like a participant observer and his subject. It is a
meeting on the most intensive level of communication.” (Moreno, 1969, p. 26)

The moral atom: exploring ethics in-action
Ioanna Psalti, Sociodramatist, organisational advisor in health and research policies,
researcher (medical ethics, identity and trust in suprastructures like the European
Union), co-editor of the British Journal for Psychodrama and Sociodrama.
The idea is to briefly present the framework of the model (moral atom) and then let the
participants explore it sociodramatically. J.L. Moreno’s social atom postulated that the Ioanna Psalti
smallest social structure in a community - “the nucleus of relations” - cannot be less than two persons.
As a result we can only be understood within our personal/social context. The healing process between
therapist and client is one such relation bound by a moral contract ‘to do no harm’. The session introduces the concept of the moral atom, the ‘nucleus of the healing relation’ between therapist and client
and it explores how such relation is constantly challenged by the system around it. The moral atom of a
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therapist is a set of accountability (regulatory or legal) and moral responsibility relationships (at individual, organisational, institutional and collective level) in the stakeholder group in health care, including
the community and the environment. The moral atom preserves one’s agency when core professional
and personal values are challenged the most. It follows therefore the moral considerations rooted in
Moreno’s ideas: “ A truly therapeutic procedure cannot have less of an objective than the whole of mankind”. The session is a hybrid between a seminar and an interactive workshop where participants will
explore a plethora of interacting human roles (physical, psychological, social, ethical etc.) with both individual and collective aspects e.g. the therapist as a healer and as a gatekeeper of community resources.

Moreno’s genetic matrix: what psychodrama can teach us about relation between DNA
structure and our roles in life.
Giulia Carignani, M.D., Resident Physician in Medical Genetics and Psychodrama Director of the “Zerka
T. Moreno” Centre (Lucca, Italy)
“Man is more than a psychological, biological, social and cultural entity; is cosmic entity. Reducing the man's responsibility to purely psychological, social and biological life
gets him an alienated. Because it is equally responsible for the entire universe, all
forms of being and all the values or his responsibility does not mean absolutely nothing”. J L Moreno
First part of workshop will be run with different sociometric questions related to the
Giulia Carignani
DNA, molecules in cell and genes. Also, participants are going to take the role of molecules in the cell, and the role of genes to see how are their relationships. If anyone expresses the need
to make a short psychodramatic scene or vignette, it would be possible. In the second part of workshop,
participants will be able to represent a personal scene that can be related to a symptom or disease. Protagonists will explain how they feel about it and what do they think is happening within their bodies, in
the cells and in the genome. If the genetic predisposition is clear, then it is possible to work on the molecular mechanism that creates a disease. It is also possible to have a scene about the germ cells and the
fertilization or the earlier phases of embryo’s life. It is important to bear in mind that working with genetic matrix also represents working with generations and inherited message, emotions and diseases.

Exploring the Power of Choice
Jacomien Ilbrink de Visser: is a psychodramatist from Dutch origin and was educated
in creative arts therapies as well as psychodrama and Sociometry in New York City.
Jacomien has focused her specialization on sociometry and sociodrama.
In this workshop we will incorporate non-violent communication with Morenian methods to explore our constant individual choices. Our personal choices are resulting from
fulfilling conscious and unconscious needs and ensuing strategies. The concept of the
Canon of Creativity serves as a backdrop for understanding that if enough people start
to make different choices the Canon will become activated and might tip. In this way
we will investigate feasibilities of creating an interdependent world, rather than an individualized world.

Jacomien Ilbrink
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Celebrating FEPTO 25th anniversary in the Nordic Light
FEPTO is going to celebrate its 25th anniversary in Sweden, when it all began for
25 years ago with 29 participants from 17 countries. Our federation had many
names before its constitution was voted on in Louvain, Belgium 1996. You can
read more about FEPTO history on the home page.
FEPTO Annual meeting 18th - 22th of June 2017.

Vision of Psychodrama in the current world:
The perspective of inclusion and mutuality
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Sunday, 18th of June
15.00 – 17.00

Registration is open

17.00 – 17.30

Welcoming by the LOC, President & Vice President of FEPTO
Greetings by the Municipal Authorities

17.30 – 18.00

Commemoration of Zerka T. Moreno

18.00 – 19.30

Warm up to the meeting by the Local Organizing Committee

19.30– 22.30

Welcome Dinner and Social Encounter

Monday, 19th of June
08.00 – 09.00

Breakfast

09.30 – 11.00

Introduction to the AM Topic. Hannah Arendt’s political philosophy.

Lecture by guest speaker Ulrika Björk, philosopher, Södertörn University
11.00 – 11.30
Coffee Break
11.30 – 13.30
Formation of Small Groups & Presentation of Rules by Chantal NeveHanquet. Small Groups I
13.30 – 15.30

Lunch

15.30 – 17.00

Small Groups II

17.00 – 17.30

Coffee Break

17.30 – 19.30

Large Group

20.00 – 23.00

Dinner / Celebration of FEPTO 25 years (Judith Teszáry&Nikos Takis)

Playback Theatre by Chantal Neve-Hanquet & Nikos Takis
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Tuesday, 20th of June
08.00 – 09.00

Breakfast

09.00 – 10.30

Small Groups III

10.30 – 11.30

Agora meeting of the new institutes & coffee break

11.30 – 13.30

General Assembly, part I

13.30 – 15.30

Lunch

15.30 – 18.00

General Assembly, part II / voting

18.30 – 19.00

Coffee Break

18.00 – 19.30

Small Groups IV

20.00

Midsummer Party

Wednesday, 21st of June
08.00 – 09.00

Breakfast

09.00 – 10.30

Small Groups V & Preparation of Presentations

10.30 – 11.30

Presentation of small group outcomes in plenary

11.30 – 12.30

Coffee Break & Light Lunch

12.30 – 19.30

Excursion

19.30 – 21.30

Dinner in Stockholm

21.30 – 22.30

Return to Sigtuna

Thursday, 22nd of June
08.00 – 09.00

Breakfast

09.00 – 09.30

Presentation of the New Council & Transition Ceremony
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09.30 – 10.00

Award Ceremony

10.10 – 11.30

Committee Meetings

11.30 – 12.00

Coffee Break

12.00 – 12.45

Research lecture with Göran Högberg, PhD, MD

12.45 – 13.30

Closure and hand over to the new LOC

13.30 – 15.00

Lunch & farewell

Small changes in the program may occur. Download > agenda of the General Assembly

Lectures
Disinterested vs Committed Judgement in Hannah Arendt's Political Thought
Ulrika Björk, PhD, philosopher, Södertörn University
Hannah Arendt's last book The Life of the Mind (published posthumously) remained unfinished at the time of her death in 1976. Its two first parts, on Thinking and Willing, was
supposed to be followed by a third part on Judgement. In this lecture I will reconstruct
Arendt's views on judgement from various other texts in her oevre. I will contrast two
forms of so called "disinterested judgement" to that of "committed judgement", and show
how Ancient Greek Drama illuminates the meaning of committed judgement.
Psychotherapy research: Role reversal - as an inspiration for research
Göran Högberg, PdD, MD,
psychodramatist
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Provisional Agenda of the General
Assembly
FEPTO XXIII. GENERAL ASSEMBLY
TUESDAY, 20th OF JUNE 2017, Sigtuna
PROVISIONAL AGENDA
GENERAL ASSEMBLY I
1. Opening the General Assembly – Johannes Krall and Milena Mutafchieva (President
and Vice-President)
2. Appointment of secretary and facilitators
3. Appointment of 2 members to check the minutes
4. Establishment of the quorum
5. Appointment of vote counters
6. Approval of the Agenda of the General Assembly
7. Approval of the Marathon General Assembly minutes
8. Report of the Executive Council


President/ Vice-President report (Johannes Krall & Milena Mutafchieva)



Secretary & Internal Affairs (Stefan Flegelskamp)



Treasurer report 2016 (Chantal Nève-Hanquet)

9. Auditor’s report / approval of the revised accountancy
10. Discharge of Executive Council
11. Reports of the Chairs of the Committees


Training Committee report (Reijo Kauppila)



Membership Committee report (Celia Scanlan)



Ethics & International Affairs Committee report (Judith Teszáry)



Annual Meeting Committee report (Nikos Takis)



Development & Network Committee report (Fred Dorn)
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Research Committee report (Krzysztof Ciepliński & Johannes Krall)

Communication Committee/Newsletter and Website report (Milena Mutafchieva)


12.

Approval of the Budget 2017

13.

FEPTO networks: procedure for new guidelines

14.

Revision of guidelines for organizing FEPTO AM and Conference

15.

FEPTO membership Fee

GENERAL ASSEMBLY II
16.

Approval of new memberships on the recommendation of the Council

17.

Welcoming new members

18.

Presentation of candidates and election of the new Council

19.

Voting results

20.

FEPTO AM and Conference 2018 and 2019

21.

Proposal for FEPTO AM and Conference 2020

22.

Any other business

23.

Closure of meeting
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Excursion to Stockholm

Welcome to Stockholm!
When we all together arrive in Stockholm by the local train, we will be in the very centre of the town.
Stockholm is located where Lake Mälaren — Sweden's third largest lake — flows out into the Baltic Sea.
The central part of the city is not so extended and it is possible to walk to most of the attractions. The
centre consists of several islands, beautiful buildings and parks on the water, as well as the Royal Castel,
the Old Town, shopping areas and a lot of very different Museums.

We begin with a guided tour of the City Hall, where the famous Nobel dinner takes place every year.
After the visit, we believe that a free afternoon will be the best solution for Fepto participants with many
different interests. The days before our visit to Stockholm, we will guide you through the map of the
town and present the many different possible attractions.
In many museums you pay no entry at all, and it is completely free to enjoy art, architecture, history and
culture. You can now have a look at: 1.) The FREE options and 2.) The most peculiar attractions.
1.) Free Museums:
http://www.visitstockholm.com/en/See--do/Guides/museums-with-free-entry/
N.B. The National Museum is currently under renovation; nevertheless museum continues its activities
through collaborations and temporary exhibitions at the Royal Swedish Academy of Fine Arts (Moderna
Museet) and in Kulturhuset (the House of Culture), both with free entrance.
2.) “Things to do in Stockholm”
http://www.visitstockholm.com/en/see--do/guides/stockholm-top-10/
In the evening we will meet at the restaurant
Ellora, (Hornsgatan 85, Stockholm) for the dinner. The restaurant is only a few minutes walk
from the Station of the local train that will take
us back to Sigtuna.
ENJOY!
Mariolina Werner
Secretary of the LOC
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Presentation of the Applying Institutes
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Report from the Treasurer

Dear Colleagues,
This year the board took the decision to increase the membership fee by
10%.
There is much more activity of committees between meetings which is
good for FEPTO however some of these activities require to be supported
by the organization.
As a consequence this is what will be voted at the GA.
Founding Member: 120€
Training organisation: 275€ or 135€ or 90€
Accrediting organisation: 275€ or 135€ or 90€

Chantal Nève Hanquet

Chantal Neve
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Report of the Chair of Annual Meeting
Committee
FEPTO Council Meeting, Dave, 2016

Proposals for modification of the duration and structure of
the Annual Meeting
The Annual Meeting Committee proposes the following amendments:
PROPOSAL 1
Instead of starting on Sunday late in the afternoon and finishing on Thursday
after lunch, the Annual Meeting can start earlier on Sunday (3.00 p.m.) and be
completed on Wednesday afternoon, after lunch (2.00-3.00 p.m.).
Nikos Takis

PROPOSAL 2

The daily excursion that is usually held on Tuesday afternoon will be optional,
and not included in the Annual Meeting Fee. The excursion can be scheduled for Wednesday afternoon, or Thursday morning for the participants that are interested in it.

Proposal for the change of the financial responsibility and share of profit between LOC and FEPTO
PROPOSAL 3
This proposal has two options that need to be discussed in the GA:
All risks and profits of the Conference remain with the LOC, that also has the scientific and organisational responsibility of the event, and all profit and risks of the Annual Meeting remain with FEPTO,
with the condition that the LOC is always respecting and applying the decisions and the recommendations of the FEPTO Council. If this condition is met, in case of financial loss, FEPTO will be responsible
for covering 100% of the deficit.
Regarding the profit:
For the Conference:
LOC receives
FEPTO receives

75 % of Profits
25% of Profits

For the Annual Meeting:
LOC receives
FEPTO receives

25% of Profits
75% of Profits
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Report of the Chair of Annual Meeting
Committee
In case of loss in the AM, the equal share of the financial between LOC and FEPTO remains (50%50%). In case of loss in the Conference, the LOC takes full responsibility, since the committee is responsible for the design, the structure and the content.
PROPOSAL 4
It is proposed that two members of the LOC will participate in the Annual Meeting without paying the
registration fee. The LOC decides how this offer will be handled.

Nikolaos Takis
The AM Committee Chair

annualmeeting@fepto.com
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Report of the Chair of Networking and
Development Committee
Guidelines on Networking Groups
INTRODUCTION
FEPTO supports Networking
Networking is about creating more meaningful dialogues for our personal
support and professional exchange and development as FEPTO members.
Creating networking can help FEPTO to become a broader psychodrama community and to allow more contacts and interactions. Networking activities

Fred Dorn

may reduce competition, tension and unnecessary power struggles between
persons and institutes and within FEPTO, and increase the possibility of professional dialogue and cooperation.
The Network committee, established within the 24th AM in Marathon


starting with exploring the historic experience of Networking within FEPTO and



following the purpose to support cooperation within FEPTO members on the one hand and FEPTO and
society on the other hand suggests to all FEPTO members the following GUIDELINES:

Definition:
Networking within FEPTO is an encounter in which FEPTO members exchange information and possibilities
for cooperation in order to create and cultivate productive relationships.
Networking groups can be:
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Groups
are groups which are working


on members’ needs (developing one’s own psychodrama skills, intervision etc.)

SPECIAL INTEREST Groups
are groups which are working on


specific issues (conflict transformation, working with children…)
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Report of the Chair of Networking and
Development Committee
Any of these groups can have a project (beginning, budget, end, and something delivered)

Requirements to become a Networking Group
1. Any FEPTO member can initiate a working group.
2. The purpose of the networking group should support FEPTO Members, Goals, Rules, Guidelines, Ethics,
Standards and Bylaws.
3. A representative of the group plus his or her deputy are designated to be the connecting link
(coordinator / speaker) with FEPTO council and FEPTO Community.
4. The group sends the appropriate form to the Chair in charge of Networking.

Basic rules for Networking Groups
1. The networking group should meet regularly. The form of the meeting is up to the group (whether it
be in person, skype, etc.).
2. Common rules for networking procedures, membership and participation, agenda, commitments, purposes have to be agreed within the networking group.
3. Networking Groups are working independently on their own resources, responsibility and on their chosen topics.
4. Once a year a report has to be sent to the Council.
5. Furthermore the networking group has to inform the community about its activities in the FEPTO
Newsletter and/or on FEPTO-Website. Please include photos, videos and so on.
6. Networking groups publish their names and coordinators’ addresses on the FEPTO-Website.
7. Networking groups are accountable about their activities to the FEPTO Council respectively to the Networking Chair.

Financial and juridical responsibility of FEPTO for projects of FEPTO network
groups
1. FEPTO will not be financially responsible for any network projects unless FEPTO has provided financial
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Report of the Chair of Networking and
Development Committee
support to the project. A networking group must request support in writing to FEPTO and FEPTO must
expressly accept the project.
2. Failure of FEPTO to reply to the request for support will not be deemed as an acceptance of the request for support of the project.
3. In case the FEPTO name and logo is used for public events or interventions, the group needs to be authorized in advance from the council (respectively from the Chair dealing with networking issues), according to the Guidelines of collaboration (to be created).
4. If the above stated rules, guidelines, standards and requirements are not assured or are severely violated, FEPTO (Council and respectively Chair) has the right to suspend or withdraw the permission to
act as a FEPTO networking group.

Ideas for the future
Networking:


Summer trainings / self development?



Creating contacts and links with other Psychodrama- or not Psychodrama-organisations?



FEPTO School?



Project collaboration to be contracted with FEPTO?



Development within FEPTO



Further and more Think Tanks.

Network committee’s members: Elena Evstatieva, Endel Hango, Yaacov Naor, Norbert Apter
Fred Dorn
Chair of the Network and Development Committee
network@fepto.com
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Report of the Chair of Research
Committee
Dear FEPTO Colleagues,
Dear Psychodrama and Action Methods Researchers,

It is our great pleasure to inform that between 23-26 February
2017 the FEPTO Research Committee held an international
meeting at the MIT University in Skopje/ Republic of Macedonia.
On this occasion we were focused on the topic of Research
Methodology in Psychodrama and Action Methods.

Krzysztof Ciepliński

Johannes Krall

Around 40 psychodrama researchers, university teachers, practitioners and students from 16 different
countries attended our February meeting.
We would like to say thank you to all participants who were involved in the preparation and carrying out
of this event. Thank you for your engagement in presentations of your research results, projects and ideas. Thanks also for conducting and participating in workshops and the very valuable feedback.
Special thanks should go to our local hosts: Miriana Jovanovska-Stojanovska and Ilija Dojcinovski with
the support of the working team: Margarita Nikolovska, Vesna Blazhevska, Biljana Stojanoviic and Ivona
Gjorgjieva for their involvement and hospitality. Thanks also to the authorities of MIT University for
providing the facilities for this meeting and especially to prof. Miroslav Pendaroski, the Dean of the Psychology Faculty, for attending.
We hope that the time we spent together and the many discussions we
had will be fruitful for all of you in the
future. I hope also that the input of
prof. Nikolina Kenig, prof. Marijana
Markovikj and prof. Eleonora
Serfimovska will enrich our methodological background for psychodrama
and action methods research. Thanks
to all of them.
We trust that our individual and cooperative projects like: TRAIN, Psychodrama for Group and Individual
Patients, Adult Education and Psychodrama, PD Research Based on Robert
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Report of the Chair of Research
Committee
Elliott Hermeneutic Single Case Efficacy Design (HSCED), Morenian Identity, Theory and Methodology ,
Qualitative Research on Psychodrama Process, PD Research Literature Database, International Research
Journal, Psychodrama for the Youth and Children, Integrative Approach to Psychodrama Research, Sociodrama Research, etc. will be further developed and make Psychodrama more visible and beneficial for society.
As a psychodrama and action methods research network we always need the methodological knowledge,
exchange of ideas and creativity. We also need to have permanent contact throughout the year. Please
feel encouraged to keep in touch and communicate outside of our meetings too.
The final report from the meeting will be available shortly.
We are already planning our next meeting in Tallinn, 5-8 October 2017 and I would like to use the opportunity to invite you to participate and cooperate in its preparation. Please send your ideas on the meeting
to Johannes Krall (Hannes.Krall@aau.at) with a copy to Krzysztof Ciepliński (cieplin@kul.pl).
As the FEPTO Research Committee we are always open to new members. Feel welcome to contact us at
any time.

Hoping to continue our cooperation in the future.
Krzysztof Ciepliński & Johannes Krall
Co-chairs of the FEPTO Research Committee
research@fepto.com
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Report of the Chair of Training
Committee
”Psychodramatist’s core and specific competencies III”
FEPTO Training committee meeting January 27th-29th,2017, in Arnhem,
The Netherlands.
We were four psychodrama trainers from three
countries working with psychodramatist's and psychodrama psychotherapist's core competencies:
Hannah Salomè, Academy for Psychodrama
and Group Processes, The Netherlands
Nita Wissink, NBES, The Netherlands

Svetlana Nikolkova, Chiron Institute, Bulgaria
Reijo Kauppila, Helsinki Psychodrama Institute,
Finland
Maika, a very interested dog.
In our fourth meeting, we continued the work started in Helsinki meeting last year. We worked productively for 2 days, and managed to make a new version of psychodramatist’s core competencies. This version will be send all members for comments. And the next version of competencies will be presented in
FEPTO AM in Sigtuna in June 2017.
Descriptions of good practice
Lists of competencies can be used as descriptions of good practice in member institutes. Psychodrama
psychotherapist’s specific competencies will be sent to EAP after annual meeting.
Invitation to all members!
You – all members of FEPTO – have possibility to give comments on competencies in April. You will receive your copy by email. Please, send us any comments – they are very useful.
Thank you very much, Hanna, Nita and Svetlana, for your commitment and focused, efficient work! And
thank you Hannah for inviting us to your institute in Arnhem.
Warm greetings,
Reijo Kauppila, training@fepto.com
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What remains from what happened ...

Network Group for Psychodramatists
Working with Children and Youth
3rd – 5th of February, Budapest 2017
Report of the meeting
Stefan Flegelskamp, Secretary of FEPTO

My grandmother told me a piece of wisdom in the sentence; „I will write you a
long letter, because I have no time for a
short one! “
Reducing so many emotional impressions in
a short report is not an easy task.
Networking is the best way to enter FEPTO
The Kende Hanna Psychodrama with Children Association and the Hungarian Association invited the Fepto networkgroup Psychodrama with Children and Youth to Budapest and took care of the organisation of the meeting. 40 participants attended on Saturday and the 6
workshops held by the participants were an unbelievable success. Thank you Bea, Hanna, Victoria, Daniel and Zsofia for your great hospitality and the
warm welcome in Budapest.
After arrival the warm-up was led by Viktória
Drinóczky. After this warm–up the group was
able to include the tallest and the shortest, the
youngest and the oldest, man and woman,
newcomers and pioneers.
Hanna Kende presented her special way to use
Psychodrama with children. Every participant
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What remains from what happened ...
immediately understood; here was a pioneer of the child psychodrama movement. Hanna Kende talked
about attitudes for encountering children and understanding their special needs in playing.

Workshops:
Stefan Flegelskamp and Milena Mutafchieva presented Child Psychodrama project in Gaza and the EBTS
(evident based trauma stabilization) Program and Training as an outcome of it.


The EBTS Program and Training

A training program for stabilization of traumatized children in refugee and asylum-seeking and in immigrant families.
Initiators and contacts: Stefan Flegelskamp (Germany), Milena Mutachieva (Bulgaria) and Reijo Kauppila
(Finland)


Child Psychodrama developed by
Hanna Kende
Zsófia Tölg-Molnár, Edina Sütőné Daragó



Music in the Drama, Drama in the
Music
Tímea Herczegh, Eszter Forgács



“Bear Group” - Child Psychodrama
with kindergartners
Tünde Majsai-Hideg, Kata Erdei



Active imagination in the work with
adolescent and the projection to the
future?
Angela Sordano



The “Russian Doll” technique and
other tools with adolescents
Craig Stevens

Meeting Resume:
Everybody left this second networking meeting enthusiastic and full of new ideas. Every participant wants
to come back and continue in this group.

The FEPTO – network-group Psychodrama with Children and Youth will meet again from
2nd to the 4th of February 2018 in Torino, Italy. The local host will be Angela Sordarno .
Please save the date.
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And last but not least the first international Psychodrama with Children and Youth Conference
will take place 2018 in Budapest. Organized by
the Kende Hanna Psychodrama with Children Association and supported by the Hungarian Association and by FEPTO.

Echos:
The Lion, The Witch and the Broken Wall.
In Budapest, I met an old woman with more energy, more life and a better appetite than me.
I found that I underestimated the resonance of our
surroundings. I saw psychodrama through play
with younger children, and analytical and adapted
psychodrama with adolescents and thought about
the children who might be between those two approaches.
I was told during the weekend that Hungarian
people are said to be pessimistic and negative. This was not my experience.
Any World That I'm Welcome To Is Better Than The One I Come From.
Craig Stevens
We attended the international FEPTO network meeting for the second time – this time we were very warm
welcomed in Budapest by our Hungarian colleagues who supported us with everything we needed to
spend a time of dense professional exchange. We also had the honour to get to know Hanna Kende – a
very impressing and warm-hearted expert of child psychodrama.

The group has grown and it was as nice to meet again fellow colleagues we already knew from our
meeting in Berlin last year as well as getting to know new people from all over Europe.
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Again it was very enriching to come into contact with different approaches to child psychodrama – and
“on top” we had the chance to get in contact and talk also about the conditions of our profession in the
different countries we are living, as well as our personal or professional attitudes, experiences and so forth.
Especially in times with growing nationalism in many parts of the world we feel that these personal exchanges and encounters are even more important and valuable than before.
Many thanks to our local hosts, the organizing team of FEPTO and all colleagues participating and contributing to these three days of exchange!
Thomas Nierdermaier and Bettina Menzel from Munich, Germany

Last but not least:
We are very pleased to inform you about two very imported books concerning Psychodrama and children translated
and published in English.
Alfons Aichinger, Walter Holl: Group Therapy with children http://www.springer.com/de/book/9783658158125
Hanna Kende : Psychodrama with children, healing children through their own creativity
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ABOUT THE 6th PSYCHODRAMA FESTIVAL
The Festival
Every Psychodrama Festival has its own mood, atmosphere,
brought particle by particle with each participant and presenter,
amateur and spectator of evening events, joining in one-word,
sentence, emotion…
In the Fourth Festival in 2015, as if the main word was sadness.
In the fifth Festival in 2016 - Fairy scene. In the Sixth Festival
held 16-19.03.2017 - Light silence. No words.
It began as usual - from conception, waiting for applications for
workshops, program... collecting team and volunteers... The expectation of the first participants. Movement between halls, the silence in the corridors during the workshops, interrupted by the noise of the action. A personal process, a personal experience, a personal conclusion. The sense of a togetherness, the sense of a community.
In this Sixth Festival there were a lot of people, who for the first time touched the method of psychodrama, they were surprised by themselves, by what was happening, by their experience unexpectedly.
There were a lot of participants and presenters, who come at every Festival - supposing, but not knowing
what will happen, still curious, still inspired by the Psychodrama and the art that it creates.
For me, as an organizer, a presenter and a participant, the changing of roles was like juggling with colored
balls. As if, this time, the most powerful was the role of the host – welcoming and receiving, from the
meetings with the people as organizer, through the requests of the protagonists, the listening and following of other leaders in others workshops...
The mixing of people from different generations and trends - psychodrama therapists, psychodrama leaders, arts people, social and educational workers, business oriented professionals, different cultures - it
happened again, and aroused that special atmosphere of the Psychodrama with excitement, creativity
and confidence for whole year.
See you again at next Festival….
Inna Braneva - psychodrama therapist, Trainee psychodramatist by DEA Institut, Bulgaria
Presenter and organizer in the Sixth Psychodrama Festival.

The Hill
Just from its beginning in 2012 the Psychodrama Festival started to ask the questions „Who I am?“,
“Where do I come from?“, “Where am I going to?“ There were different expectations from the festival,
even criticism, different processes were happening, while the most expressed process was exactly this –
the search for its own character. To what extent does it look like the traditional for the psychodrama community conferences? To what degree is it dedicated to the therapeutic focus of the psychodrama? And to
what extend does it cover other areas of implementing the method, such as education, social work, different arts, management, etc.? Where is the balance? Is it too accessible, colorful, eclectic, free, and festive?
… The search of identity often was merry, but sometimes painful too, and in 2016 it was accompanied by
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the feeling of internal conflict.
Therefore, in 2017 I expected the Sixth Psychodrama Festival with some tension, anxiety, and sinking
heart, with the question - how processes and relations will develop in the course of the event. This discomfort of mine continued until the third evening of the Festival. Then, looking at the faces of the people,
both the familiar ones and of the new participants, gradually I calmed down. It seemed like almost everyone knew where and why they came, and they looked satisfied with their choice. As if, we all together
have climbed the hill. And together we touched the authentic essence of the Psychodrama Festival.
Konstantin Banderov - psychodrama leader, Psychodrama Institute DEA, Bulgaria
Organizer of the Sixth Psychodrama Festival.

Openness
Open space. Inner space. Shared space. A place for sharing. A place of discovery. Of oneself and others.
Warmness. Trust. Acceptance. You are opened because you feel at home. You look for and meet people’s
eyes. Their inner eyes. Your inner space is opened for the eyes of others and you can feel their loving care
like sunrays shining down on your hills and valleys, rivers and pathways.
You are free to express yourself. Free to exist in you full spectrum. To paint yourself in every color of your
being. Colors and nuances, melodies and harmonies of your character meeting others start to emerge and
resonate at places you didn’t know before.
Connection. You are connected. To yourself and others who are not others anymore. The walls between
you and them start to bend and disappear. There is no “you” and “them” anymore. There is “us”. And
each personality in this “us” is shining ever more brightly. When you have a truly opened shared space,
there is no conflict between identity and unity. Do the rays of the sun argue which one of them is the
shiniest?
Transformation. Step in this river and you’ll be transformed. Just like the river itself. Never stop changing
while searching where you came from. Your spring is what you look for all your life. And it has always
been there, in yourself. You are the spring. You are the source of life. You are life.
You are the playwright and the actor. Now you don’t want to play life anymore. You want to live it. No
more drama in your psycho. You are reborn.
You can start your new play now.
Konstantin Kuchev graduated pop and jazz singing at the National Music Academy "Pancho Vladigerov", author of music for
many theatrе productions. Presenter in the Sixth Psychodrama Festival.

Emotional experiences and observations from VI-th Psychodrama festival – Plovdiv, Bulgaria
The last Psychodrama Festival in Plovdiv, Bulgaria became a traditional and very special event for me as a
central meeting invitation for all Bulgarian psychodrama professionals, students and involved people. We
- in my opinion as active psychodrama therapist and director – have difficult situation in Bulgarian actual
group dynamic with no good enough way the places for practicing psychodrama and lack of energy for
joining groups. In that way the festival is a special stage and time every winter in last 6 years to meet important friends and supporters in our efforts in practicing psychodrama. As member of the event I had
chance and possibility to participate workshops and group settings, sharing ideas and experiences in
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different ways of involving members into group dynamic. As participant and facilitator of workshops I had
possibility to feel the spirit of the place and the meeting and to touch different waves of energy and desire. Special issue in this year spiritual wave was the experience for the festival as open questioned - possible or impossible – pause as empty place or chair and invitation to put inner scene images and personal
interactions on it.
In a role of workshop-director I kept warm emotional feeling from transitional relations between scenes
of locked space, empty space and will for open space as picture of harmful emotional experiences in us
but also energy and efforts for new ideas and reorganization of our inner space. My feeling got in touch
with this great wave of emotional insistence which made me encouraged to find new perspectives in doing psychodrama and ways of creating contact with people in groups.
My last sentence want to be about something very touchable in logistic situation during the days of Festival –there was a corridor between different rooms for workshop and everyone from us crossed this area
going in or out from psychodrama sessions. This transitional space kept and holt our energy, emotions
and conflicts, being in a same time place for sharing, but also place for opportunity for staying in silence.
I keep this space in my mind and this become my generalized picture from our meeting in Plovdiv this
year.
Svetozar Dimitrov - psychodrama director, Trainee psychodramatist by DEA Institut, Bulgaria
Presenter in the Sixth Psychodrama Festival.

The sixth Psychodrama Festival in Plovdiv ended
almost two weeks ago. I can still feel the resonance of
it. This year was very special for me, actually each one
year, from the beginning in its particular way was
special for me. I remember the first year - I was so
excited, I barely slept the night before; it was my first
time in a venue like this, with the most of the Bulgarian
psychodrama community, and the opportunity to see
the way of work of other psychodrama-therapist for the
other Institutes; there happened my first and only
protagonist work on a Festival by now led by Tzvetelina
Iossifova; it was the beginning of a special friendship
with a colleague from Plovdiv (Elena) during the workshop by Svetozar Dimitrov, which started with a
tango dance (we keep on dancing every year), and nevertheless the greatest psychodrama party ever, or
at least by now… Then, on the second year, the anticipation of what is going to happen is risen, the
expectations are higher, I think I was greedier, wanted to take as much as possible. And during the party,
Inna Braneva, one of the organizers, asked me, and I remember her voice, as it is happening now – “Aren’t
you going to hold a workshop next year? It’s about time”. I am still very grateful for these words, they
gave me confidence to believe in myself and to dare and try. So, the third Festival came, and so our first
workshop with Vanya Nikolova – such a tension, repetitions, fears, and mutual support - are there going
to be any people willing to attend a workshop of no names? And the joy and happiness when everything
went well. The fourth year – our next workshop with Vanya – a very intimate one, a group of seven, with a
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protagonist work of a girl who just met psychodrama, and our feeling that we managed to trespass the
Moreno’s flame. The fifth Festival: for almost a year a phrase kind of never got out of my mind – “The
spellbound wood”, and it resulted in a workshop, held together with another very close friend and
colleague of mine – Dessislava Kaytazova. And after all, this year’s Festival – so special for me in at least
three ways: the ambivalent feeling of going to be alone in Plovdiv, I mean for the first time to be there
without anyone of my closest friends and colleagues; holding a workshop alone for the first time, and Dr.
David Yeroham attended it (!), and the invitation from Konstantin Banderov and Inna Braneva to lead a
morning open session. Again the question was: “Me? Are you sure? I am honored, and simultaneously
very afraid, but of course I accept”. The morning opening session ended with people full of energy and
curiosity to discover their own world. The sixth Festival was for me by far the most emotional one, don’t
get me wrong - I cry every time, because every year there are so many touching, powerful and sincere
things happening, but measured by the time needed to become the ordinary me again, or so to say to get
back to the roles of an assistant professor at the university, therapist, partner, daughter and so on, this
year it took me three days. Of course, the effects are lasting and inspiring. And do you know something – I
already got the name for the next year’s workshop! I can’t wait for the seventh Festival to come!
Svetlina Koleva - psychodrama-therapist at Foundation “Psychotherapy 2000”, Presenter in the Sixth Psychodrama Festival.

The Psychodrama Festival in Plovdiv is the most alive and
most lively psychodrama forum, hapenning in Bulgaria. It
is not just a collection of workshops in the fields of
psychodrama, social work and expressive therapies, it is
an authentic encounter between the honest seekers in
Bulgarian psychotherapy. Well, not only for them, because
everyone is invited – the beginners and the veterans, the
daring and the timid, the experimenters and the conservatives. Exactly this openness and unbiasedness of the festival is one of its greatest assets - this makes it faithful to
the psychodrama, to Moreno’s legacy. The psychodrama is not immune to capsulation and rigidity; it
feeds on creativity and spontaneity. The psychodrama should not become static - it has to breathe, to develop, to grow, to make mistakes. This festival is the perfect place for psychodrama-in-action. As much as
the festival is useful for the people that are new to psychodrama it is beneficial for the practitioners to
experiment and discover something new, to provoke each other - to keep them evolving thus keeping
psychodrama alive. The festival happens in the picturesque, romantic and mysterious city of Plovdiv and
this adds to its enchanting atmosphere. The forum starts to spill over from the sessions into the alleys of
the Old Town and Kapana district, into the restaurants and parks below the majestic hills surrounding the
city.
Every year for me this festival is an oasis where I start to feel my heart again, my stomach, my throat, my
body. A special place where I loosen my own monument, disintegrate and recombine myself.
Stoil Atanasov
Forthcoming graduation as a psychodrama leader from “Psychotherapy 2000” Foundation. He’s been engaged in physical theatre and psychodrama for more than 15 years. Presenter in the Sixth Psychodrama Festival.
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Chers amis francophones,
A Marathon, nous avons décidé de réunir un groupe extérieur
francophone pour échanger entre nous sur les questions posées par les
groupes de formation au psychodrame thérapeutique. Le groupe
définira de manière plus précise sa thématique dans un esprit de co
construction.
Ce premier regroupement aura lieu près de Liège le WE des 29-30 Avril
et 1 mai 2017.
Si l'heure d'arrivée des participants le permettent, début de la rencontre
samedi à 14H et fin lundi à 14H.
Chantal Nève Hanquet
Lieu: Sart Martin, Ninane, Chaudfontaine. maison familiale paternelle.
Coût: frais partagés Maximum: 100€.
Logement: chambre individuelle ou à deux lits.
Nous assurerons le transport entre l'aéroport et Ninane, arrivée possible vendredi 28 avril en fin de
journée et samedi 29 avril matin.
Prévenir de son heure d'arrivée.
Inscription: hanquetchantal@gmail.com
Au plaisir d'une rencontre fructueuse
Chantal Nève Hanquet
CFIP- Belgique
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Summer academy 2017
Psychodrama Therapy with children
Bulgaria
with Stefan Flegelskamp and Milena Mutafchieva

Concept
The course teaches the basics of this symbolic play with
children in theory and practice, corresponding psychodramatic techniques for action and the appropriate use
of psychodramatic options for intervention in both group
and individual therapy. An introduction to the accompanying work with parents or with the parents and the child
is also part of the training.

The participants should learn to recognise the inner dynamics in groups of children and deal with them actively
through play. They do so by experiencing themselves in
analogous play situations, in exercises and reflection and
guided methodological and theoretical evaluations. By
actually participating in group or individual sessions in
the roles of children, they gain an awareness of themselves, gain access to themselves as children, and
thereby ‘playfully’ reinforce their personal skills.
In this way, they expand their capacity to act and their professional intervention skills, learning to understand these skills through evaluation of the completed processes and the respective dynamics of the
groups of ‘children’.

Target Group
Professionals who work with children educationally and / or therapeutically such as child and adolescent psychotherapists, physicians, psychologists, mental health and social workers, teachers,
and educators
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Groupleaders
Stefan Flegelskamp,
graduate social worker, child and adolescent psychotherapist, has been working
with children and adolescents for many years. He has also been conducting Psychodrama and Psychodrama for children for many years at the Institute of Psychodrama SZENEN, at which he has been the director since 2011. Currently member of the
FEPTO Council.

Stefan Flegelskamp

Milena Mutafchieva,
master of Developmental Psychology, Associate Professor in Cognitive Science and
Psychology Department in New Bulgarian University, Sofia. She got her PhD in Developmental Psychology in 2007. She has been a psychodrama trainer for adults for
many years and now she is in training for psychodrama with children. Currently she
is the vice-president of FEPTO.
Participation Fee

Milena Mutafchieva

300,- EUR for eastern European participants
400,- EUR for western European participants
Venue costs are not included
Venue
Bulgaria, near Sofia
Date
Opening: 21st August 2017 10 o´clock

Closure: 25th August 2017 14 o´clock
At the end of the academy participants will receive a
certificate.
Registration
Registration and further information:
Szenen
Institut für Psychodrama
Barbarossaplatz 7
50674 Köln
Phone: +49 (0)221–67789352
email: info@szenen.de
Web: www.szenen.de
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2018
Jan. 17-21

Australian and Aotearoa New Zealand Psychodrama Association (AANZPA)
http://aanzpa.org/

April 27

Federação Brasileira de Psicodrama (FEBRAP)

May 1

21º Congresso Brasileiro de Psicodrama: Relações Transformadores
http://www.febrap.org.br/

May 11-13

FEPTO with IPP “Chiron” and Bulgarian Society for Psychodrama and Group Therapy, Bulgaria
13th FEPTO Conference
www.fepto.com

May 13-17

FEPTO - Bulgaria
26th FEPTO Annual Meeting,
www.fepto.com

July 31

International Association for Group Psychotherapy and Group Processes (IAGP) Malmö, Sweden; IAGP Pre-Congress
http://www.iagp.com/

August 1-4

International Association for Group Psychotherapy and Group Processes (IAGP) Malmo, Sweden.
20th IAGP Congress: topic to be decided
http://www.iagp.com/

2017
Jan. 20-24

Australian and Aotearoa New Zealand Psychodrama Association (AANZPA) Auckland,
Aotearoa New Zeeland
http://confer17/aanzpa.org/

Feb. 4-5

Various Italian psychodramatists and psychodrama associations
Provaglio D’Iseo, Brescia, Italy: Psicodramma a più voci, diciottesima edizione
www.psicosociodramma.it

March 6-11

American Group Psychotherapy Association (AGPA) - New York, New York, USA: Connecting, Educating, and Leading for 75 Years: The Theory, Science, and Practice of Group
Therapy
www.agpa.org
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March 16-19 Centaur Art Foundation - Plovdiv, Bulgaria
6th Psychodrama Festival
http://centaur
March 30

Spanish Society of Psychotherapy and Group Techniques (SEPTG) -

April 2

Santander, Spain. 44th Symposium of SEPTG: Escuchar al cuerpo, sentir la palabra
www.septg.es

April 8-9

Italian Association of Morenian Psychodramatists (AIPsiM) - Torino, Italy 15th AIPsiM
Incontro di primavera: Lo psicodramma prende corpo. Metodo, appartenaza, incontri
www.aipsim.it

April 21-23

The Nordic Board of Examiners in Psychodrama, Sociometry and Group Psychotherapy (NBE) - Tartu, Estonia.
1st Trainers’ conference: Sociometry and Shadow
http://psyhhodraama.ee/

May 3-6

Portuguese Association of Psychodrama - Lisbon, Portugal
11th Ibero-American Psychodrama Congress: Searching for Discoveries
http://congressoiberoamericano2017.com/congresso

May 4-7

American Society for Group Psychotherapy and Psychodrama (ASGPP) - Clearwater
Hilton, Florida: 75th Annual Conference: Navigating Waves of Change - Discovering
and celebrating our hidden treasures
www.asgpp.org

May 4-7

May 5-7

Centar za psihodramu (Croatia); Institute for Psychodrama (Serbia); The College for Academic Studies (Israel); Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt
and Leopold Franzens Universität Innsbruck (Austria); The UK Sociodrama
and Creative Action network (UK) - Novigrad / Istria, Croatia
8th International Spring Academy (ISA): Transcultural and Transgenerational studies in groups with Sociodrama and Psychodrama
www.centar-psihodrama.hr/
Österreichischer Arbeitskreis für Gruppentherapie und Gruppendynamik Fachsektion Psychodrama (ÖAGG) - Spital am Pyhrn, Austria

35 Psychodrama-Symposium: Die Ungleichheit und die Kultur der Begegnung -Die soziodramatische Dimension des Psychodramas
http://symposion.psychodrama-austria.at/
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May 13-14

Centro di Psicodramma e Sociodramma Zerka T. Moreno di Lucca - Tuscany, Italy. Second International meeting of Psychosociodrama: Walking opens the way
www.centrozerkamorenolucca.worldpress.com

May 27-28

Istanbul Psychodrama Institute and Istanbul International Zerka T. Moreno Institute Istanbul, Turkey
23rd Istanbul International Psychodrama Conference: Sociodrama and Peace
www.istpsikodrama.com.tr

June 16-18

FEPTO with Sweden’s Association of Psychodramatists - Sigtuna, Sweden
12th FEPTO Conference: Compass and Compassion. A conference on Morenian ethics and
philosophy
www.fepto.com

June 18-22

FEPTO - Sigtuna, Sweden
25th FEPTO Annual Meeting: Vision of Psychodrama in the current world:
the perspective of inclusion and mutuality
www.fepto.com

June 21-24

Society for Psychotherapy Research (SPR) - Toronto, Canada
48th International Annual Meeting: topic to be decided
http://www.psychotherapyresearch.org/

June 26-30

XVI. Summer Academy supported by the IAGP - Granada, Spain
The Transcultural Competence of Groups
http://www.granada-academy.org/english/index-engl.html

July 1-2

July 7-9

Turkish Group Psychotherapies Association - Bergama/Aesclepion,
Turkey 42h Internationally Contributed Group Psychotherapies Congress: Borders and
Boundaries
http://www.bergamakongresi2017.org
British Psychodrama Association (BPA) - Sheffield, England PA conference: Creativity! Collaboration! Community!
www.psychodrama.org.uk

July 24-28

World Council for Psychotherapy (WCP) - Paris, France
8th World Congress for Psychotherapy: Life and Love in the 21st century. From the intimate
encounter to embracing the world.
http://www.worldpsyche.org

July 31
August 5

Centre of Athenian Psychodramatic Encounters - Kolympari/Crete, Greece
2nd Hellenic Summer Psychodrama Academy
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http://www.psychodramath.gr
Aug. 21-25

Szenen with Center for Child Development Cognitiva - Sofia, Bulgaria
Summer Academy: Psychodrama Therapy with Children
http://www.szenen-institut.de/

Aug. 23-27

Various psychodramatists/sociodramatists - Balnearia Camboriou, Brazil
6th International Sociodrama Conference: How Shall We Survive
http://sociodrama2017.blogspot.com.br/

Sept. 24-26 Psychodrama Institut für Europa (PIfE) - Vilnius, Lithuania,
14th International PIfE Conference: Diamonds Are Forever
www.pife-pife.eu
Oct. 20-22

Asociación Española de Psicodrama (AEP) - Palma de Mallorca, Spain
32. Meeting of AEP: Topic to be decided
http://www.aepsicodrama.es/

Nov. 3-5

Romanian Association of Classical Psychodrama (ARPsiC) and
Psychodrama Society J. L. Moreno (SPJLM) - Arad, Romania
X. National Psychodrama Conference: Connections
http://www.psihodramaclasica.ro
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NEW: A FREE ONLINE JOURNAL IN FRENCH
RELATION ET ACTION
At the end of 2014, the ODeF Institute created a free on-line Journal on Moreno’s method in French,
Relation et Action: https://www.odef.ch/relation-action/
It was created in order to remedy the lack of French publications in the field of Humanistic Action Methods and Psychodrama in general.
Up to now, Relation et Action includes 50 publications.
You will find hereunder its 2016 Activity Report.
2016 has been a rich year for Relation et Action. Indeed, apart from our two issues in January and June,
we published a third issue, which focused on the speakers of the ODeF‘s 2016 Symposium. The Journal
of Humanistic Action Methods and Psychodrama presented inspiring contributions from all over the
world, always published in or translated into French!
Articles for all audiences …
Among our articles, 16 of them are for all audiences (8 this year), that plan to introduce an aspect of
Moreno’s method through a subject, a question, an issue, as well as their possible applications, or
through current or completed research results. They may be unpublished articles, translations of articles already published in another language, or adaptations of a scientific article to our norms.
This year Céline von Burg (CH) presented the notion of What is a Psychotherapy Group based on Humanistic Psychodrama. Nikos Takis and Zinovia Vassiliadi (GR) studied The process of catharsis in Morenian and psychoanalytical psychodrama. The second part of their article, written as a story-telling, has
been recently published in our Journal. As for Leni Verhofstadt-Denève (B), she introduced last year her
Phenomenological-dialectical personality model, which is completed by the study of one of its practical
applications in our January 2017 publication. Actions Methods also received some developments with
Reijo Kauppila’s article (FIN) that focused on their uses into Learning in coaching.

Stories and results…
This is the most abundant section, since 18 stories/accounts have been proposed, (9 in 2016). There
are texts telling about an activity, a meeting or a seminar, related to Action Methods or to Psychodra-
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ma, that the author participated in or ran, and that they intended to share with us. Some are presented as interviews.
At the beginning of the year, we experimented a seminar for you in the ODeF Institute: Maximise the
formative role-play. Then, Irina Stefanescu (RO) looked back at an international sociodrama workshop
she led in 2015 about Cultural atom. Moreover, we published the translation of an inspiring narration:
the Forbidden fruit… on the value of therapeutic enactment, in which its authors, Luciano Moura and
Amelia Bentes (P), introduced a psychodramatic play inspired by Michelangelo’s work. Finally, Annick
Milet (CH) and Angelika Lorenz (CH) allowed us to (re-)discover some videos that were originally proposed by Managerama TV, in which they explain in a clear way How to make meetings more efficient
and The benefits of diversity in companies.
Europe and World…
16 texts were published in this heading, which let people discover the actuality of Action Methods
and Psychodrama in Switzerland but also everywhere in the world.
First in Switzerland, we learned more about Psychodrama Helvetia (PDH), thanks to an interview with
Roger Schaller, member of the PDH Committee. A short history of The growth of Moreno’s Method in
French-speaking Switzerland and its outlook was also proposed by the managing editor.
At the global level, we relayed and translated articles, for those who don’t read English, from the IAGP
Psychodrama Section 2015 activities (described by Yaacov Naor, former president, IL) and from the FEPTO Research Committee activities (by Krzysztof Cieplinski, PL). Similarly, we learned a lot about current
research on psychodrama with youth and children thanks to the meeting report of the FEPTO network
group working on the refugees’ trauma and resilience issue, written by Stefan Flegelskamp (D), FEPTO
secretary.
Moreover, activities from the Psychodrama Institute for Europe (PIfE) were explained to us by Hilde Gött
(RO) in an unpublished interview. Adam Blattner (USA) wrote about the Development of psychodrama
in the world.
… and the 2016 Symposium Proceedings !
In July 2016 was held in Geneva the 2016 Symposium “Pleasure and Tension”, organized by the ODeF
Institute. Part of the speakers accepted to present exclusively for Relation et Action an article about
what they talked about, or on the workshop they led during this Symposium. We have then published
in October 2016 a “special Symposium” issue or, more emphatically: the “Symposium Proceedings”.
These publications are in two different forms:
Articles on theoretical elements that support their research: on TeamBuilding (part 1; part 2) by Norbert
Apter (CH); on Dance Therapy, by Leandra Perrotta (I); on Familial Mediation based on the Edict of
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Nantes, by Michel Girardin (CH).
Speakers’ interviews with our editorial staff: Cecile Osse (B) on her Two chairs method, Eve Courty (F)
and Delphine Robillard (F) on their Work with young people in crisis.
Along with these publications you can also find Laurent Fontaine’s contribution (CH) about Warm up
and Closure of a symposium who was in charge of these special moments during our symposium, with
his colleague Angelika Lorenz (CH) !
If you read French and want to stay informed of our publications, subscribe to our free newsletter Relation et Action, https://www.odef.ch/relation-action/ (left menu: “S’abonner au journal”).

CALL FOR PAPERS
Whoever is willing to have an article published in French about Humanistic Psychodrama and Action
Methods can make their proposal to our editor Vincent Chazaud (vincent.chazaud@odef.ch).
You will receive the guidelines in English. Then you send your article in English we translate it !
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Hi dear friends,
We observe FEPTO’s Newsletter with great interest.
Some of you know the proceeding adventure of Psychodrama in our country very
well, since your supports were very much in this process. We want to share news
about our institute and our goals realized in recent years. We think getting news
from our institutional proceeding will be fine for you who may not recognize us sufficiently or the ones recognizing us before.

Bircan Kırlangıç Şimşek

Our institute had a preparation period between 1974-1983 with the leadership of Prof. Dr. Abdülkadir
Özbek and accomplished the first education group in Ankara in 1984. I believe the first formation of Psychodrama in 1914 (Like Moreno’s Invitation for Confrontation article) and its progress just before The
Second World war is not coincidental likewise in Turkey’s coup d’etats in 1974 and 1980. Moreno developed the method “ one heals another” in an environment humans murdering others and countries destroying each other. Abdülkadir Özbek also carried this method to Turkey thinking that those demolitions, murders , tortures made during two coup d’etats could be healed by “one heals another” method.
In a very short time two education programs started in Istanbul and Izmir not only to develop Professional skills but also expecting to restore and to meet a need for restoring. The foundation of Turkish
Association of Group Psychotherapies and beginning of Group Therapies Congress in Pergamon are the
work of those years. Later, The Association of Group Therapies were established in Istanbul.
Until 1995 these educations were performed by each association. In 1995 Pergamon Congress the main
cover, with the name of our teacher, Dr. Abdülkadir Özbek Institude was accepted.
After our teacher Dr.Abdülkadir Özbek passed away, we became the member of FEPTO with the leadership of İnci Doğaner.
Inci Doğaner had important contribution for our institutional structure until 2008 and after she decided
to change the role, I became the president of our Institute in Pergamon Educators General Council.
As a traditional and oldest congress of our country, 42nd Pergamon Congress will be performed in Pergamon with the “Borders” theme.
We established 5 Psychodrama Associations and united them under Psychodrama Associations Federation. Abdülkadir Özbek Psychodrama Association, Istanbul Psychodrama Association, Izmir Psychodrama
Association, Denizli Psychodrama Association and Ankara Psychodrama Association took part in this
Federation.
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There will be three performed Psychodrama Days in 2017. 11th in Istanbul, 5th in Ankara and 2nd in Izmir. Istanbul and Izmir already realized.
Additionally, on every autumn we make an “Educators Education Workshop” in which all educators of
our Institude take part. One whole day is just for educational running of our Institude to supply educational standard.
As for publishing, during the first years of psychodrama in our country we succeded important progress
with the leadership of Abdülkadir Özbek but until 2012 we can talk about a slowness generally. After the
year 2012 we completed 8 psychodrama book translations and one Psychodrama Terms Dictionary with
comprehensive support and cooperation of all colleagues.
Here are the books we translated:


Psychodrama, Surplus Reality and The Art of Healing, Zerka T. Moreno, Leif Dag Blomkvist, Thomas
Rützel



Turkish: Psikodrama Artı Gerçeklik ve İyileştirme Sanatı Çeviren: Barış Şimşek



Psychodrama Advances in Theory and Practice Editors: Clark Baim, Jorge Burmeister, Manuela
Maciel
Turkish: Psikodrama Kuram ve Uygulamadaki Gelişmeler Çeviri Editörü: İnci Doğaner
Psychodrama Since Moreno Editors: Paul Holmes, Marcia Karp, Michael Watson
Turkish: Moreno’dan Bu Yana Psikodrama Çeviri Editörü: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nevzat Uçtum Muhtar
The Handbook of Psychodrama Editors: Marcia Karp, Paul Holmes, Kate Bradshaw Tauvon
Turkish: Psikodrama Rehberi Çeviri Editörü: Prof. Dr. Nalan Kalkan Oğuzhanoğlu
Focus On Psychodrama: The Therapeutic Aspects of Psychodrama, Peter Felix Kellermann
Turkish: Psikodramaya Derinlemesine Bakış Çeviri Editörleri: Bahar Gökler, Ilgın Gökler Danışman,
Aliye Mavili Aktaş
Psychodrama With Trauma Survıvors – Acting Out Your Pain, Peter Felix Kellermann
Turkish: Travmadan Sağkalanlarla Psikodrama – Acıyı Eyleme Dökmek Çeviri Editörü: Prof. Dr. Süheyla Ünal
Psychodrama A Beginner’s Guide Zoran Djuric, Jasna Velijkovic, Miomir Tomic
Turkish: Psikodrama Yeni Başlayanlar İçin Rehber Çeviren: Doç. Dr. Ebru Çakıcı
Supervizyon İn Psychodrama- Experiential Learning İn Psychotherapy and Training Editors: Hannes
Krall, Jutta Fürst, Pierre Fontaine
Turkishi: Psikodramada Süpervizyon – Psikoterapi ve Eğitimde Yaşantısal Öğrenme Çeviri Editörü:
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Mehmet Can Ger
Psikodrama Terimleri Sözlüğü Editör: Nalan Kalkan Oğuzhanoğlu Yardımcı Editörler: Hülya Deniz,
Berna Gökengin

Every year we are getting enlarged by education groups and supply more people to reach those psychodramatists we graduate. I think reaching more people by psychotherapy is very important If we take
into account the condition of violence and restriction of freedom in our country .
I specially thank to Dr. Grete Leutz for her being with us from beginning and great support.
I wanted to share with you the poem written by Abdulkadir Özbek shortly before he pass away.
Anadolum

My Anatolia

Anadolum

Anatolia my

Buram buram

Densely, intensely

Emek dolum

Redolent with labour

Destan destan

And home of the brave

Yürek dolum

Heroic and legendary

Gökte ararken

Not up in the sky

Yerde bulduğum

Here it is

Arısına, çiçeğine, kuşuna

the paradise*

Ormanına, taşına

It is my land

Gönülden vurulduğum

And I'm deeply in love

İlk durağım

with its flowers, birds and bees

Ayak bağım
Toprağım
1999 Dr. Abdülkadir Özbek

with its stones and woods
Here is my first destination,
where I am chained by love
Here it is
This is my land

*Interpretation of the translators.

1999 Dr. Abdülkadir Özbek

Translated by Sezen Bayhan and Mehmet Eylem Kirlangic - March 2017

Bircan Kırlangıç Şimşek, Dr. Abdülkadir Özbek Psychodrama Instıtute
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Psychodrama Group Therapy with Children
Originally published in German this highly effective method of psychodrama with children in groups developed by Alfons Aichinger
and Walter Holl, Germany, has been demonstrated and shown by
Stefan Flegelskamp at several meetings of FEPTO. Since February
2017 the English edition of the main book by Aichinger/Holl is available as e book as well as in paper.
Title: Group Therapy with Children - Psychodrama with children
ISBN: EBook 978-3-658| Print 978-3-658In symbolic dramatic play, children express their inner lives through
play and action. Through play, they can find access to resources that
allow blocked developments to be reactivated in order to reconstruct a shattered world and self-image. They are encouraged to engage in supportive relationships, an important factor in resilience.
The group is used as a social reality in which social competence and
performance can be developed. Cooperative mutual help works as a
significant factor in healing.
Peer groups have a great significance in children’s development. Since children express their problems
through play and action, Alfons Aichinger and Walter Holl have developed the basic ideas and intervention
possibilities of psychodrama for group therapy work with children in a process spanning over 37 years. Using vivid examples, they describe the appropriate composition of a group of children, the structure of a
group therapy session, the group process, disorder-oriented and group process-oriented interventions and
the demands placed on the leaders of these groups.

Content









Preparing for the Group
The External Framework
The Structure of a Psychodrama Session and Therapeutic Technics
The Complete Group Process
Special Interventions with Individual Children
Group Process Oriented Interventions
Demands on the Therapists
Operating in Networks
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Target Groups
Specialised professionals who work with children in a pedagogical or psychotherapeutic context, such as
child and adolescent psychotherapists (psychologists and physicians), mental health and social workers,
teachers and educators.

The Authors
Alfons Aichinger: Head of the Caritas Association’s Psychological Counselling Centre for Parents, Children
and Youth in Ulm, Germany for 37 years; Supervisor and Head of Advanced Training at the Moreno Institut
in Stuttgart and the Szenen Institut in Cologne, German.
Walter Holl: Child and adolescent psychotherapist in Ulm, Germany and Head of Advanced Training at the
Moreno Institut in Stuttgart, Germany.
More information find here: http://www.springer.com/de/book/9783658158125.
The book has been thoroughly proof read by our colleague Dorothy Langley, UK.
Agnes Dudler, Bonn
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Photograph by Tsvetan Mutafchiev

Human beings only play where they are human in the
full sense of the word
and they are only completely human where they play.
F. Schiller
MILENA MUTAFCHIEVA
FEPTO Communication Chair &
Newsletter Editor
communication@fepto.com

JOHANNES KRALL
FEPTO Newsletter Editor
president@fepto.com

HORATIU NIL ALBINI
FEPTO Newsletter Editor
horatiu.albini@live.com

Poem provided by

STEFAN FLEGELSKAMP
FEPTO Secretary & Internal Affairs
s-flegelskamp@t-online.de

